
The Matrix and the US Constitution

[Fortunately for us all, the following prediction did not come to pass as part of
the bogus swine flu pandemic of 2009. Many shared Judge Dale's concerns. His
take on the government's plans for a mass vaccination program however may
yet come to fruition. So, it would be wise to be aware of this potential scenario.
Editor, AntiCorruptionSociety.com]

Near the end of this paper, I will disclose to the reader about a situation that has
been planned by our government officials and is soon to unfold! The police
paramilitary training and their extensive brainwashing has been implemented
specifically for this event! It is expected that police officers will over-react and
begin killing innocent Americans, and once they are no longer of use, the
officers and their families will all be ordered to receive vaccinations that will
kill all of them! My guess is that after this planned mass genocide has occurred,
the Russian and Chinese military will replace them in the field.

Part of the Fraud perpetrated against “We the People” by this Will, is the fact
that there are actually no criminal laws in America. The Rules of Procedure used
by every Local, State and Federal Court are Civil Rules, not Criminal! 

Court officials simply substitute the word criminal for civil, depending upon the
case at hand. Rule 1 of the Rules of Civil Procedure Reads: “There shall be but
one form of action, a civil action.” This means that the Criminal laws
promulgated and enforced by the police and our corporate governments are all
civil and are being fraudulently enforced against our “corporate fictions” as
criminal. When anyone goes to jail, it is for a civil infraction of the Masters
Will. That makes all of our jails, debtors prisons! “Does that Ring a
Constitutional Bell?”

Title 18, Federal Crimes and Offenses: was never voted on by the Congress,
which means that these federal laws are NOT positive law in America! 

Now, if you were a part of a government conspiracy to destroy America and
soon to commit a mass genocide of its population; would you really want to vote
Title 18 into positive law? My belief is that the Congress intentionally omitted
its passage, so that members of Congress could use that as a defense, should
they be caught and tried for Treason!

Do you believe the lawyers hired or appointed to represent all the individuals
accused of federal crimes, knew about this fact? You bet they know!

Armed with this fact: Now look at the number of convicted people sitting in
federal prisons, who believe they have been lawfully convicted of violating a
federal crime! How many do you imagine have been put to death? How many
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80TH CONG., 2D SESS.-CH. 645-JUNE 25, 1948

[CHAPTER 6451
AN ACT Jnne 25, 1998

To revise, codify, and enact into positive law, Title 18 of the United States Code,	[H . R. 31901

entitled "Crimes and Criminal Procedure" .

	

[Public Law 7721

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Title 18 of the
United States Code, entitled "Crimes and Criminal Procedure", is
hereby revised, codified, and enacted into positive law, and may be
cited as "Title 18, U. S . C ., °

	

", as follows
TITLE 18-CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Part

	

Sec.

PART I-CRIMES

683

Title 18, U. S . Code .
Codification and en-

actment into positive
law .

Chapter Sec.
1. General provisions	 1
3. Animals, birds and fish	 41
5. Arson 81	

Assault	 111
9. Bankruptcy	 151

11. Bribery and graft	 201
13. Civil rights	 241
15. Claims and services in matters affecting government	 281
17. Coins and currency	 331
19. Conspiracy	 371
21. Contempts constituting crimes	 401
23. Contracts	 431
25. Counterfeiting and forgery	 471
27. Customs	 541
29. Elections and political activities	 591
31. Embezzlement and theft	 641
33. Emblems, insignia, and names	 701
35. Escape and rescue	 751
37. Espionage and censorship	 791
39. Explosives and combustibles	 831
41. Extortion and threats	 871
43. False personation	 911
45. Foreign relations	 951
47. Fraud and false statements	 1001
49. Fugitives from justice	 1071
51. Homicide	 1111
53. Indians	 1151
55. Kidnaping	 1201
57. Labor	 1231
59. Liquor traffic	 1261
61. Lotteries	 1301
63. Mail fraud	 1341
65. Malicious mischief	 1361
67. Military and Navy	 1381
69. Nationality and citizenship	 1421
71. Obscenity	 1461
73. Obstruction of justice	 1501
75. Passports and visas	 1541
77. Peonage and slavery	 1581
79. Perjury	 1621
81. Piracy and privateering	 1651
83. Postal service	 1691
85. Prison-made goods	 1761
87. Prisons	 1791
89. Professions and occupations	 1821
91. Public lands	 1851
93. Public officers and employees	 1901
95. Racketeering	 1951

I . CRIMES	 1 Infra.
II. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE	 3001 Post, p.813 .
III . PRISONS AND PRISONERS	 4001 Post, p. 847 .
IV . CORRECTION OF YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS	 5001 Post, p.856.
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